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"I knew Move Zero would be good, but truly it's one of the best things I've seen in
years!"
- Iain Moran

John Bannon's Move Zero is undoubtedly the most exciting study of self-working
card magic this century.

On Volume 2 you will find ten eye-poppingly powerful routines, none of which
require a single move. There are no sleights. Zero. No gaff cards. No gimmicks.
No marked decks. Nothing but you, an ordinary deck of cards and a shell-
shocked audience. Most of the routines are even impromptu, meaning that you
can perform them after being handed a deck and asked the age old question 'can
you show us something?'.

However, Move Zero Volume 2 won't just teach you awesome tricks. You'll also
get an invaluable front row seat at the explanations for each routine. Hugely in-
depth, these mini-lectures expose John Bannon's remarkable thinking and
crucially explore not just the 'how' of a trick, but the 'why'! As card shark John
Carey said:

"A lot of self-working material is too procedural with no rhyme nor reason.
Bannon has the uncanny knack of wrapping simple but meaningful presentations
around his work and you will see this time and again in Move Zero."

And on top of that, you'll also learn seven indispensable techniques that can be
added to other tricks and routines. These 'trickbag' skills will empower you to
enhance and develop every card trick you ever do in the future. With these tools
in your armory, you'll be able to turbo-charge ALL your performances.

Forget everything you think you know about self-working card magic. It's time to
plug into MOVE ZERO.

MOVE ZERO VOLUME 2

51 Fat Chances
Trickbag - Down Under Deal
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Trickbag - Jay Ose False Cut
Leverage 
Tiny Contrary Killer 
Pedal to the Metal
Trickbag - Probability Cull
Matchismo
Trickbag - Gilbreath Principle
Chronic
Trickbag - Keycards and Crimps
Dead Reckoning
Trickbag - Stacking the Deck
AK47 
Bannon Triumph 
Free Willy
Trickbag - Remote Rosetta

PRAISE FOR MOVE ZERO:

"This DVD is EXCELLENT! It gets the highest marks!! You should get it!!!"
- Stuart Philip, My Lovely Assistant

"There is so much we can learn from John's experiences."
- John Teo, Ning Thing

"A master course in method and self-working magic!"
- Jeff Stone, Magic Reviewed

"There is something that everyone can learn on this..."
- Magician's Choice, Reviewer

"This is an exceptional masterpiece sure to become a crowd favorite and instant
classic."
- Magic Orthodoxy, Reviewer

"This is definitely a keeper. I made the mistake or watching it through the first
time without a deck of cards in hand. Please learn from my mistake. There is a
wealth of easy to do magic on this disk."
- The Magic Portal, Reviewer
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"One of the best and most enjoyable DVDs I've seen in a very long time."
- Magic Junkies

"This is one of the best magic teaching DVDs I've seen."
- Paul Hallas

"I knew it would be good, but truly it's one of the best things I've seen in years!"
- Iain Moran

"A generous insight into a devious mind. Clever, confounding card magic."
- R Paul Wilson

"The greatest collection of self-working card tricks ever released. Period."
- Cameron Francis

"A delight to watch, learn and study from. Every effect is so well layered and
structured and you will not only learn the 'how's' but the all important 'whys'."
- John Carey

"It's a Bannon DVD so... just BUY IT!"
- Dave Forrest

"Where others stop digging, Bannon continues, and he comes up with
diamonds."
- David Regal

"This will lead you to rethink what 'self-working' really means."
- Lance Pierce

"Rich with wonderful thinking and top-notch routines that are EASY to do."
- Peter Duffie

"John Bannon always inspires me - great DVDs - minimum effort, maximum
impact - this is the stuff I like!"
- Wayne Dobson

"Man, the first trick 'Collusion' is worth the price of admission alone."
- Alan Rorrison
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"As usual, Bannon knocks it out of the park."
- Caleb Wiles

"Great job on the production and the material is excellent. I give this release my
highest recommendation!"
- Daryl

"John truly understands why self-working card magic can pack such a powerful
punch and he shares those secrets here."
- Tim Trono

"This is a GREAT DVD which you must buy!"
- Bicycle Cards
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